
Coffee Quality Analysis

Background

Data Source This dataset, found on Kaggle, is from a GitHub dataset which is sourced from the
Coffee Quality institute (CQI). The original includes 3 datasets: arabica, robusta, and both
species combined. The combined dataset takes a look at the review of 1312 arabica and 28
robusta coffee beans by quality measures, bean data, and farm data.

Set Up and Initial Exploration
To prepare for analysis, the following steps were taken:

● The tidyverse, maps, grid, and gridExtra R packages are required.
● The 10 measures of quality are explored in their distributions.
● Missing values are found throughout the data but are omitted since they are not

significantly numbered and make little difference when removed. Furthermore, some
variables are unique to bean entries with little overlap between each record.

Country of Origin

Process By creating a new dataframe that includes the counts by country of origin, we can join
the new dataframe with the world map to plot a world map output to see the data distribution.
We repeat these steps to get a world map output by total quality.

Conclusion Taking a look at the top 10 countries represented in our dataset and the top 10
countries by average quality, we can see that:

● Colombia and Ethiopia are large producers in volume of coffee beans (from the pool
analyzed by CQI) and produce, on average, the highest quality coffee beans.

● Mexico and Honduras are small producers in volume of coffee beans (from the pool
analyzed by CQI) and produce, on average, the highest quality coffee beans.

https://www.coffeeinstitute.org/education/quality-evaluation


Species

Process We then compare the standard deviation, violin plot, and average of Arabica and
Robusta against all ten measures of quality.

Conclusion It is in the sweetness and defects measure of quality that Arabica and Robusta
differ the most in. Furthermore, it is in sweetness that Arabica coffee beans win, even though
they have more defects than Robusta beans.

Bean Color

Process Taking a look at the color of beans, a majority of the
beans are green in color. We then compare the relationship
between color and total quality.

Conclusion We can see that `Blue-Green` color performs higher
in quality on average followed by `Bluish-Green` and `Green`.

Mean Altitude

Process We run a linear regression on total quality by mean altitude origin of the bean.

Conclusion The regression returns no statistically significant conclusions. However, we can see
that quality is mainly clustered around a certain mean altitude range of 500 to 3000 meters.
However, this could be correlated to the climate at which coffee beans are best grown in.

Final Thoughts

Limitations and Main Conclusions This preliminary analysis and visualization of the dataset
can only reveal to us patterns of the coffee present in the dataset. Without sales data, we don’t
know if high quality coffee equates to high consumer preference. Additionally, since our sample
was overrepresented by 1312 arabica versus 28 robusta coffee beans, comparing variation is
not accurate.

However, based on this initial analysis we can see that:

● Colombia and Ethiopia are large producers of coffee (based on CQI’s pool) that are also
top producers of high quality coffee.

● Sweetness is a positive differentiating factor for Arabica beans versus Robusta beans
● Blue-green beans on average make up the population of highest quality beans

Further Research Possibilities This dataset gives us initial insights into the makeup of coffee
beans and their attributes along with their quality. To get a better understanding of what retailers
should stock their stores with or what coffee wholesales should source their beans from, we
would need to pair these attributes with sales data or be able to see the margin trade offs.


